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Pick n Mix session for use on Group Zoom calls

Introduction
This is a Pick n Mix session for your online group Zoom. You don’t have to do all the elements
suggested, these are simply ideas to make your Zoom fun around the topic of “confidence in
place of self doubt”. Over the last 2 weeks we have opened up discussion around racism and
justice. This session focusses on how ALL of us are designed to find our identity in Christ.
Activities tend to last a little bit longer than in real time, so we think it would be hard to get
through all of these. Let us know what has worked well and what didn’t - we’d really find your
feedback helpful.

‘More than chemicals’ quiz
Explain that you are going to play a multiple choice quiz with facts about themselves. They vote
by holding up a piece of paper with a, b or c written on it.
Question 1:
Do I contain:
a) Enough iron to make 1 nail?
b) Enough iron to make 2 nails?
c) Enough iron to make 5 nails?
Answer = a

Question 2:
Do I contain:
a) Enough sugar for 2 cups of tea?
b) Enough sugar for 4 cups of tea?
c) Enough sugar for 7 cups of tea?
Answer = c

Question 3:
Do I contain:
a) Enough phosphorous to top 200 matches?
b) Enough phosphorous to top 1,200 matches?
c) Enough phosphorous to top 2,200 matches?
Answer = c

Now ask the group, ‘does this chemical definition describe you or anyone else well?’
Give time for some feedback as to why or why not.

Question 4:
Do I contain:
a) Enough sulphur to rid 1 dog of fleas?
b) Enough sulphur to rid 2 dogs of fleas?
c) Enough sulphur to rid 3 dogs of fleas?
Answer = a

Question 5:
Do I contain:
a) Enough water to fill 4 buckets?
b) Enough water to fill 6 buckets?
c) Enough water to fill 8 buckets?
Answer = b
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Peanuts Cartoon
Share your screen and show the group the Peanuts Cartoon Strip on page 4.
Tell the group that this is true of each of them! Invite them to respond - is this how they feel?
Questions to think about:  If this is true of you, is it true of everyone?

What might make them feel that it’s not true?

What is better?
List two things (examples below) and let everyone choose between them by giving a virtual
high five for the first and a thumbs up for the second. Often these are external things that we
judge one another by.
■ Pepsi or Coke
■ Adidas or Nike
■ Apple or Samsung
■ Vimto or Ribena
■ PS4 or Xbox
■ McDonald’s or Burger King
■ Amazon or Netflix
■ (dependant on age) Instagram or TikTok
■ Jeans or sweats

How unique are you?
Give each person on the call a minute to prepare their ‘party trick’; every one of us has
something weird or wonderful that we can do, which others can’t. Take it in turns to display
their uniqueness - maybe leaders can start, to ‘break the ice’. Who can roll their Rs? Or is anyone
double-jointed? How many people can curl their tongues at the edges? Or cross their eyes?
Are there group members who can do the splits or are gifted at singing? Each of us was created
uniquely, so let’s celebrate with confidence what amazing things we can do! Note - please
make it possible for individuals to opt out of sharing - some would absolutely hate to be the
focus of attention in this way.

You are a miracle!
Here’s a video to remind us how miraculous each of us is! This is a portion of a talk called
Indescribable by Louie Giglio: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hETU7x_WtU8
After the end of this clip, Giglio quotes Saint Augustine,
“Men go abroad to wonder at the heights of mountains, at the huge waves of the sea, at the
long courses of the rivers, at the vast compass of the ocean, at the circular motions of the stars,
and they pass by themselves without wondering”.
How often do we go about our normal life, without marvelling at how amazingly each of us
was made?

Where does confidence come from?
Watch the video and think about where your confidence comes from.
Are you what you do, or what you've acheived? The things you've done right or are defined
by the things you have done wrong?
When we choose to follow God, we become a new creation, and are called his children.
Do you see yourself the way God sees you?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsDQEb-qlyM
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High/Low/Awkward/Prayer
There are lots of videos & content online for young people, but one thing we miss from groups
is interaction.
Mute all microphones apart from the person speaking, and give each person 2 mins to share
their High, Low, Awkward Moment & Prayer request for the week. This gives the young people
‘permission’ to share celebrations and concerns with the group.

Discovery Bible Study/Swedish Bible Study
Look at Psalm 139:1-18.
Here are two possible methods you can use. Both are really simple and once you’ve done it a
couple times you could even get one of your young people to lead the Bible study!

For the Discovery Bible Study (DBS) you follow the same pattern of questions after having read
it in a couple of different versions:
■ What does this story tell me about God?
■ What does this story tell me about people (or myself)?
■ If this is what God says about my life, what will I do about it?
■ Who am I going to tell?

The Swedish Methods uses the following questions:
■ What part in the passage or word stands out to you/grabs your attention?
■ Is there anything that’s difficult to understand? Or do you have any questions?
■ How can you apply this to your life?

If we place our identity in things (how we do in school or how good we are at a sport) or people
(those we hang out with, the person we date or even celebrities), our identity will keep changing
as those things or people change. The challenge is to place our identity in God who doesn’t
change. We all struggle with lies that we believe about ourselves and even God. Some of these
lies may be about our worth based on our education, ethnicity, appearance, financial status
etc. It is  important to soak up biblical truth that shows those lies for what they really are. Psalm
139 is a great starting point for that. God has created us on purpose, for a purpose. He loves us
and is with us.

Questions to discuss:
1. What are some of the things or people you have placed your identity in?
2. How does it make you feel knowing that you were created on purpose?
3. What difference does it make to your life knowing that you’re loved instead of unwanted?
4. Is everyone’s God-given identity of equal value?

Reflection
You might want to finish by reading the Father’s love letter on page 5. This contains a whole
load of Bible verses where God declares who we are. Read it slowly so that the words soak in.
You could send it to your group afterwards.

Lastly this week, remind your young people of the starter (Tuesday) and challenge (Thursday)
videos which can be found on the Urban Saints Facebook page each week and relate to our
theme.
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